The University of Pennsylvania is better known in Vienna than any other American institution of learning.—*Pennsylvanian*.

Of thirty-two candidates recently examined for admission to West Point, only nine were judged to be physically sound.

Dartmouth has purchased land on which she proposes to erect a building for the exclusive use of her base-ball nine.—*Ex*.

The 128 State scholarships at Cornell are all filled—something that never has happened before.

Harvard men are not allowed to enter for athletic games, there, until they have passed a physical examination by Dr. Sargent.—*Ex*.

It is stated on good authority that the Freshmen of Harvard expend $14,000 on lacrosse, $11,000 on football, $9,000 on base-ball, and $4,000 on boat crew.—*Ex*.

There will be a football game at Chicago, Thanksgiving morning, between teams composed of former Yale, Harvard, and Princeton players.

The corporation of Yale University have selected the College and Chapel Street corner of the campus as a site for the new recitation-hall, and consequently Yale's famous fence will have to go.

A new fellowship has been established at Harvard by Hon. Robert Treat Paine, called the "Social Science Fellowship," yielding $500 to a graduate of any department of the University.

The six Seniors who received the highest honors at Yale, last year, were all athletic men. One was on the nine, another on the eleven, two rowed on the crew, and two were sprinters.—*Ex*.

Dr. McGlynn states it as his opinion, in the *New York Sun*, that since Cornell is the typical American college, it will, in time, become the leader and head of the colleges of the United States.—*Ex*. And now Cornell gracefully acknowledges the compliment by forming a "Henry George Club."

---

I happened with a friend to take a walk;  
And as we were engaged in careless talk,  
A college-mate, with whom we chanced to meet,  
Accosted us and said, in accents sweet:  
"Have either one of you a cigarette?  
I've asked a dozen, and not even yet  
Found one. I'm hard up for a smoke;  
My credit's gone, and I'm completely broke."  

We smiled at this, and granted his request;  
For he was one who always was distressed  
For fear he could not borrow what he would not buy.  
'Twas only one of those who ever try  
To live as lives the mistletoe,  
And by the aid of others seek to grow.  

—Amherst Student.

**HAVE YOU MET HER?**

*(A Summer's Day Dream.)*

"We had sat for a long time in silence,  
And I, on the sand at her feet,  
Was watching her blue eyes, while musing,  
She gazed at the billowy deep.  
"Of what," said I, "Grace, are you thinking?  
I'd part with a sixpence to know:  
I'm sure it is something delightful;  
For —how can it help but be so?  
She turned as she answered me, smiling,  
(Her mouth is hardly petite),  
"Oh, bother! I'm thinking of dinner,  
And what kind of pie I shall eat."  

P. S.—*At Dinner.*

They had apple —(its crust hard)— and custard,  
And succulent huckleberry;  
And she sighed as she fluttered her menu,  
Blushed faintly, and called for all three!  

—Harvard Advocate.

**GET ONTO THE CHIQUE OF THE FRESHMAN ERique.**

A Freshman with head very wique  
Smoked a pipe full of ancient perique;  
He grew pale as a ghost,  
Leaned against a lamp-post,  
And collapsed with a horrible shrique.  

—Lampoon.